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A detailed mathematical model based on circuit approach has been develO ped

for sirnulating inrush current for core type transforrners. The model is Capa-

ble of computing i r i h current for various phase connection schemes under
difEerent initial conditions. A three phase thyristor controlled switch has been
designed and constructed to be used in consistent recordhg of i m h current at
zero-crossing and positive going voltage. Also a method for determinhg the
zero-sequence permeance of the transformer was introduced.

The model can be applied to power transfomers for uinish current investigations which are necessary for designing system protection relays.
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Chapter 1

During the initial energizationof a transformer a transient current known as
magnetizing innish mrrent flows into the primary winding due to overtlwing the

transformer magnetic core temporarily. This curent continues to flow until the
dc-component of the magnetic flux dies out completely. The start-up of the transformer is not the ody cause of i m h currents, d e r fault clearance fast voltage
recovery c m also initiate ùinish current in any transformer connected to the systemu 1 [21,[31.
The magnitude of the inrush current depends on two major parameters:
the switch-in angle on the voltage cycle. and the total resistance in the pnmary

circuit.
For many years power transmission engineers have k e n concemed with
this phenornenon, not because this excessive current has the potential to damage

the system apparatus. but becaw it may confuse the protection relays by unneces-
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sary trïpping. It may aiso cause enough voltage drop to impair the function of other
equipments comected to the uime system.

1.1

Literature Review
This phenomenon was t h t observed in 1892 [4], but according to Blum et

al [j]up to 1944 no information regarding which parameters may affect the inrush

current or how the inrush current can be af5ected by the design had been found in
the literature. The production of cold-rolled steel for transformer core resulted in

higher inrush currents as well as higher efllciency. This lead to more severe prob-

Lems regarding the false tripping of protection relays, this stllnulated interests in
this phenomenon [6][q[8].

Early efforts mostly involved the calcdation for the

first peak of i m s h current of a single phase transformer [9][10][11]. A biblio-

graphical review and historical background of this subject is presented by Hudson
[12].

Due to the complex behavior of the core, difficulty to record the inrush current for power transfomiers, and unavailability of digital computers the problem of
i n m h could not have been solved properly. Later however, digital computers
facilitated solving the problem.
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The Present Study
The purpose of this study is to develop a mathematical mode! for a

the-phase core wpe transformer. This model shouid be capable of simulating the

magnetizing uinish current for various initial conditions and windïng c o ~ e c t i o n
schemes. A 120V/600V, lOKVA three-phase core type transfomer was provided
by the Electrical Engineering deparmient of University of Manitoba to perform the

necessary tests. In order to record the innish currents consistently, a three-phase
thyristor-controlled switch was consmicted capable of switching in the transformer at zero-crossing and positive going voltage. The developed model was
implemented in MatLab and as of M-files.

1.3

Thesis Structure
The thesis is subdivided into 6 chaptea and 4 appendices. In Chapter 2,

the problem of a single-phase transformer is discussed. The discussion includes

the analysis of magnetic core behavior, magnetic circuit as well as the electric cir-

cuit. Aiso the basic elements of core behavior including the non-linearity. saturation and hysteresis are taken into considerations. It is shown,when computing the
inrush cment, core losses are not major factors (especially br modem power

transformer$. Therefore, the core is characterized only by its saturation behavior,
which greatly simplifies the core modeling. At the end of the chapter a complete

.

.

.
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solution for a single-phase transformer is pcesented.
Chapter 3 discusses the three-phase transformer. As an example to start
wiîh, a nul1 grounded staddelta core type transformer is discussed thomughly. The

magnetic and electric circuits of a three-phase transformer is Far more complicated

than those of a single phase transformer. Due to the core interconnections, in this
particular case the current in each phase depends on al1 magnetinng fluxes. The

dificulty arises when an attempt is made to express the current vector in ternis of
the flux vector. The idea of P-matrk is used to deal with this problem. P-matnx
relates the denvatives of currents to those of the flues. W~thuithe computation
steps. it is necessary to find system fluxes for specified system currents. This is
done by numerically solving the system of non-linear equations which character-

izes the magnetic circuit. The solution to the three-phase transformer is provided at
the end of the chapter.

Chapter 4 discusses the experimental setup for determining the core characteristics and the zero-sequence permeance of the transformer under test.
Chapter 5 compares the predicted inrush current by the model for different
winding connections and different initial condition against the actual recorded current. The results indicate a reasonable agreement between the model prediction
and the actual values based on the approximations made in the model.

Introâuc!ion
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Chapter 6 summarîzes the work done and discusses the limits of validity of
the mode1 and the source@)of discrepancies.

Determination of P-matrix with complete steps c m be found in
Appendix-A.

The solution to staddelta phase connection is presented in Appendix-B.
The diagram of the three-phase thyristor switch c m be found in
Appendix-C.

And findly, the Appendix-D contains al1 the necessary codes to run the
program in MatLab.

Singiephase transformsr
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Chapter 2

Single Phase Transformer

In order to get an insight into the three phase transformer, it is beneficial to
p a w and anaiyze the single-phase transformer. The basic principles apply to both

single-phase and three-phase transfomiers. Single-phase tramj6rmer.s lie in the

category of magnetically coupled circuits. In most cases it consists of two coils

known as secondary and primary windings, which are closely wound around a

closed end iron core as s h o w in the following

Fig.2. I: Core type simgle-phase tramsformer

Singlephase brindonner
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Mapetic Flux
By comecting the primary winding to a sinusoïdal voltage source, a

the-varying magnetic flux is developed in the windùigs. This flux is composed of
two components. One is called a leakageflia and the other is known as iinkage

Jza or magnetizingjlux.
The path of the leakage flux is mostly in the air. In contrast. the path of the
linkage flux lies entirely in the magnetic core and links both primary and secondary windings. Due to the constant permeability of the air the effect of leakage*
can be modeled as a constmt inductance.

2.2

Equivalent Circuits
When dealing with ûansformers two different circuits should be consid-

ered. One is the eiectric equivalent circlrit the other king the magnetic equivalent
circwi~Magnetic circuit usually consists of a magndomotive force and sorne iron
segments in series or in parallel or both. These uon segments are characterized by
their magnetic reluctance which is the counterpart of electric resistance in an electric circuit. The electric circuit provides magnetomotive force to the magnetic cir-

cuit which in tum drives the magnetic flux in the iron core. When modeling a
transformer a major dificuity is the solution of the magnetic circuits due to the
non-linearity of core characteristics.

Single-pham! transformer
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Aaalysis of the Electric Equivalent Circuit

2.3

To simplify matters, let us cowider the single-phase transformer shown in
Fig. 2.2 with open secondary.

Fig.2.2: Eleciric equivatenf circuit of a single-phase transformer

The primary winding is connected to a sinusoidal voltage source. Applying KVL to the primary circuit yields:

w here:

R

=

resistance of the primary winding (the voltage source is assumed ideal.).

L,

= leakage inductance of primary winding.

i = primary current.
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-

number of turns of primary.

=

magnetizing flux.

N - <p, is called the primary linkagejrux and i s denoted as h

. The Eqn. 2.1 c m

be written as:

h is a noniinear function of the appliedmmf and in general is expressed as:
A. = h ( F )
Where F is the total mmf applied to the core.

2.4

Analysis of the Magnetic Circuit

When current i flows into the primary winding, it produces an mmf equal
to F = N - i . This is the magnetomotiveforce whicb drives the mugne~izingfr~rr

in the iron core, the arnount of thisflm depends on two quantities, the upplied mmf

and the magnetic reluctance of the core. Using the Arnpere S Law. it is straight forward to show that the magnetiringflux can be expressed as:

Where 'R and p are magnetic reluctance and permanence of the iron core respec-

Singiephase transformer
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tively and have the fol10wing expressions.

Where L .A and p are the length, cross section and penneabiliry of the iron core.
Eqn. 2.4 is analogous to the O h ' s Law. The following table illustrates the

analogy between electric and magnetic quantities.

Fig.2.3: AnaIogy bpnoeen Efectriccirc~if
and Magttetic circuit

Fig. 2.4 illustrates the duality between these two circuits based on the
above analogy

Singie-phasetransfomer
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+%pV
J

(a) Eiectric Circuit

M
M
I?
+

(b) Magnetic Circuit

Fig.2.4: Duality betwee~eIectric and magnetic circuit

The magnetic reluctance of the iron is not constant because iron is a nonlinear magnetic material, therefore it's reluctance varies with the appiied mmfor

theflux in the core. In other words the flux king produced in the core by the
opplied mmf is a nonlinear function as expressed in Eqn. 2.3

2.5

Core C haracteristics
The relation between the magnetizingflra and the applied mrnf in an iron

core is a nonlinear relationship due to saturation and hy~eresis.

2.5.1 Saturation Effect
Suppose that the iron core of a single-phase transformer is initially demagnetized and the prirnary winding is c o ~ e c t e dto a dc source. By slowly increasing
the current fiom zero to a finite value, the flux in the iron core builds up. For
Iower values of the exciting current, the iron core exhibits srnail relrrctunce. result-

Single-phase transformer
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h g a large amount of flux in the iron core. At higher values of cunent the ferro-

magnetic medium exhibits very high reludance, which resdts in a small increase

in the flux. This phenornenon is caiied magnetic saturation and as mentioned earlier. it is a significant aspect of the core characteristh The plot of ( h-fi

is

called either the Anhysteric m e or satzu-utionm e . The saturation curve is a
single-value and rnonotonic curve and mathematically is expressed by Equation:

h=h(n

.

(2.6)

Fîg.2.S: A iypical saturation curve

The dope of this c w e is equal to the incremenial inductance of the primary winding. On the other hand this dope is also proportional to the incrernenial
permeance of the uon core [1 31. This curve can be divided into two regions, the

Singbphase transformer
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Zinear region and the saturation region. In the linear region, the iron fore exhibits
the highest permeance. whereas in the saturation region, the iron core shows the

lowest permeance. The ùon core can be thought as a system which takes the mmf
as its input, and outputs theflux as s h o w in Fig. 2.6.

L

Fi'2.6: Yiewiiig the iron core crs 0 sysîem

This system is nonlinear since its gain depends on its input.

2.5.2

Hysteresis Ef'fect
When the flux in the iron core is reversed. the operating point in the

(A-fi plane follows a different trujectoy In other words, at any instant the
operating point in the

( h-J) plane, depends not only on the magnitude of the

frzaor mmf but also depends on the immediate past history ofthe jka varirrrion
This phenomenon is called hysteresis. As a result of hysteresis the plot of h versus

F is no longer single-valued as depicted in Fig. 2.7. When an unloaded trans-

former is at the steady-state operation, the ( h-f) plot is a symmetric loop and
consists of two trajectories known as rishg and falling trajectories

Singiephase transformer
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hysteresis b o p
I

/,'
-0.5
-1 0 0 0

I

-500

1

I

rising traje(:tory

I

I

O

500

I
1 O00

mmf drop (Amp-turns)

Fig.2.7: A steady-state hysterwis hopfor a 10 KVA commercial transformer

The area of the loop is proportional to the energy loss per cycle and this
energy is dissipated in the core as heat. When the transformer is operating under
the transient-state, the rising and fdling trajectones are no longer symmetrical and

the ( h-fl

plane can get much more complicated.

Fig. 2.8 is an oscilloscope trace offlux veaus m e n t for a 10-KVA distribution transformer core. It clearly shows that at each point of flux reversa1 a new
rising trajectory is assumed.

Chapter 2
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Fi* S. Minor loops w i t h common upper limit <OIEiLlorcope -ces)-

Fig.2.8: Subtrajectories of a core characteristics under trmsient condi'lon f II/, p.2209

2-53 Eddy-Current Effect
Another source of loss in the iron core is the eddy-curent. This loss is due
to the fact that circulating currents are induced in the iron core due to the
2

time-varying flux and these currents produce an lit R loss in the iron called
eddy-current loss. Previous studies have revealed that eddy-currents are an almost

linear phenornenon and can be modeled as an equivalent curent flowing into a
linear resistance in parallel with the primary or the secondary winding
[141[111[151. The eddy-cu.renteffect broadens the steady-state hysteresis loop

(increases the area of the loop). Fig. 2.9 illustrates this effect for a 5-KVA distribu-

Single-phase transformer
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tion single-phase transformer

Fig.2.9: 6B-hemhysteresis loop of a EKVA transformer

2.6

Modeling the Core Characteristics
In modeling the core characteristics. three effects should be considered:

t

The saturation effect
The hysteresis effect

iii

The eddy- current effect

Among these quantities the saturation effect is the most important one. It is

also easy to mode1 due to king a single-valued function. The criteria for dealing

Single-phase tmnsformer
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with the other two remainïng effects depend on the purpose of modeling the core
characteristic. In the previous chapter it was said that the purpose of this thesis is

to develop a cornputer program. This program should be capable of predicting the
magnetizing in&

current for a three-legged, three-phase, and a core type poivrr

~unsformerfor various winding comection schemes.
Even though modeling the hysteresis effect is the most difficult and chal-

lenging its effect is less si@cant

for modem transfomers with grain-oriented

sificoniron core. For these transformers. the eddy-current and hysteresis loss are
comparable in size[l4].
Fig. 1.10 depicts the pure hysteresis loop for a modem power autotransformer and it is interesting evidence for the fact that hysteresis ioss is negiigible

for modem power transfomen.

Chapter 2
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Fipue 3: DC 4in-)l[WP h o p for a 500 MVA
7M/345/31.5KV S-e
Phaœ Autofidotmet
Fig.2.IO: hrre hysteresis loopfor a SOO-MVA puer autotransformer f f 6/, p 1918.

For the purpose of investigation of the rnagnetizing inrush current in

power trunsformers. the core characteristics can be adequately represented by the
saturation effect. In other words when dealing with rnagnetizing inmsh current in

power rransformers. the core c haractaistics c m be represented by saturation
czirve. similar to that shown in Fig. 2.5. When studying phenornena such asfer-

roresonance or subharrnonic oscillations,it wodd not be a valid assumption to
consider only the saturation aspect of the core characteristics.

Singbphase transformer
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Complete Solution for a Single-Phase Trrasformer

The electrical description of the single-phase transformer is fomulated in
terms of Eqn. 2.2.

The magnetic description is fomulated in Eqn. 2.3 (saturation

dh

curve). The tenn - in E q a 2.3 can be expressed in ternis of the primary current.

dt

Taking the derivative of both sides of Eqn. 2.3 with respect to tirne yields:

where

is proportional to the penneance of the uon core. This permeance is equal to the
slope of the saturation c w e and can be found either analytically or numerically at
any operating point by making use of Eqn. 2.3. Substituting Eqn. 2.6 back to the
Eqn. 2.2 yields:

Considering the fact that the total applied mmf is F = N - i , Eqn. 2.7 will be:

Singbphass transformer
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di yields:
Solving this equation for dt

This equation is in standard f o m for numerical integration. At each computation step using the initial value of current and permeance (recalling that permeance is a tùnction of current) the next value of current is obtained. Then based

on the computed current at the previous stage. the new value for permeance and

accordingly the next value ofcurrent would be found and so on. Fig. 2.1 1 shows

this procedure.The tirne step must be sutficiently srnail.

I

Fig.2.11: One cornpututional step infnding the current
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Remanent Flux

One of the initial conditions that affects the magnetizing i m h current is
the remanentflux in the iron core, the other one king the source phase angle at the

instant ofenergizing the transformer. Therefore any transformer model should take
the rernanent flux into account as the initial condition of the magnetic state. This is

not straight -fonvard if the core characteristic model does not hclude hysteresis.
This problem can be circumvented by considering an additional temporary dc mmf
which produces the initial rernanen~j2m.
Suppose that the remanent flux is cpo and we would want to know how
much dc-current can produce this flux. Using the saturation curve:
)Co = h ( F o )

where Fo =

N - io

The above equation can be rearranged as:
A , - h ( N - iO)= O

(2.13)

The above is a nonlinear equation which can be easily solved for the current io i.e:

This much imposed initial current would produce the prescribed remanent flux.
Afier one computational time-step, the saturation c w e reverts to a symmetricd
characteristic.

Chapter 3
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Three Phase Transformer

In this chapter the three-phase core type transformer will be analyzed.
Since the purpose of the present midy is computing the magnetking innish airrent. it is assumed that the secondaries are unloaded and delta connected. Although

the basic principles apply to both a bank of three single-phase transfurrners and a
threr -phase transformer. treating the three-phase transformer is much more corn-

plicated. In the case of the bank of three transformea. the flux in each transformer
is solely a function of current of that transformer, whiie in the three-phase trans-

former. the flux in each core is a function o f al1 currents in al1 windings due to the

intercomection of cores of different phases. The followhg figure shows a
three-phase core type transformer with two windings.

Three-phase transformer
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Fig. 3. I: Core rype ihree-phase tramsformer

In the following, the electrical and magnetic equivalent circuit of the

unloaded. core type three- phase, Cwire star / delta transformer will be discussed.
The complete solution for the above transformer will be presented by the end of
this chapter.

3.1

Electric Equivalent Circuit for 4-wire StarlDelta Traasformer
In Fig. 3.2. the transformer is comected to a three-phase suppiy via four

wires. The secondary is connected in delta. The resistances ra , rb and r, in
series with the ideal voltage source represent the connection cable, the primary

winding, and the source resistance. The inductances La , Lb and L, are the

source. connection cable and prùnary leakage inductances. L, is the secondary
leakage inductance of each winding and r, accounts for secondary resistances.

Chapter 3
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Finally r, and Le represent the neutrai r e m resistance and inductance.

Fig. 3.2: Star/delta cunnec!ed transformer

Applying KVL to the above circuit yields Four differentid equations.

vc = r c -<.+r,-

+-dt

di,
d
+Le--(ia+ib+ic)
dt
dt

A
+-dt

<i,+ib+i,)+Lc--

Eqn. 3. L cm be written in matrix form.

dh,

d
+Le - - ( i u + i b + i c )
dt

di,

V' = r u - i , + r , - ( i u + i b + i , ) + L u - dt
-

Thme-phase transfomm
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Where:

C is the coefficient matrix and n is the tum ratio of the windings. where

N,

n = -. In Eqn. 3.2, the current vector i and the magnetic flux vector
NI

A. are the

two unknowns. Since the flux is a functionofthecurrent, only oneofthe two

variables is independent. Thisfinction is a property of the magnetic circuit us well
us the core sariwurion characteristics

of the transformer under analysis.

The following approach presents a method of expressing the flux derivatives in terms of current denvatives, incorporatirtg the concept and a method of

detemining the "P manLr ".The approach will lead to solving Eqn. 3.2 for the cur-

Thma-pham transformer
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rent vector. This approach is based on the earlier works, mostly that of the Nakra
and Barton [13].

3.2

Magnetizing Flux as a Function of Total Mmfs
A three-phase transformer consists of three segments of iron namely limbs

a. b and c which are intercomected in a manner ilhstrated in Fig. 3.1. Two coiis

are wound around each limb and constitute a windhg set (usually referred to as
prirnary and secondary). Current flow in these coils provides an mmfto the core of

that winding. Since the three limbs are interconnected, the applied mrnfto each
limb drives the flux in al1 three limbs. In other words each of the mmf s contribute
to the flux in every segment of the core. As a result the flux in each core (expressed
in terms of primaty linkage flux for convenience) is a a c t i o n of the three ne!
mmfi.

Where F a . Fb and Fc are the net mmfi applied to limbs a?b and c respectively.
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N, and N, are the prhary and secondary mrmber of izirns. Taking the derivative
of both sides of Eqn. 3.3 with regard to t h e , yields:

This can also be written in m a t . form:

Or in a matrix notation,

dA
dl =

dF

P.Tt

where P stands for "P-rnatrir" and its elements are partial denvative.
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Eqn. 3.4 cm also be arranged as:

The following is the result of combining Eqn 3.7 and Eqn. 3.9:

Eqn. 3.1 0 leads the way to solve the three-phase transformer prob lem. 1t
relates the flux and cunent derivatives to each other. This is exactly what we were

looking for to solve the Eqn. 3.2. Combining Eqn. 3.2 and Eqn. 3.10 results in:

Thme-phase tranasfomw
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The last equation can be rearranged as:

This matrix equation is in standard form for integration. The fourth order
Runge-Kutta method is employed to numerically solve this system of equations.
This method is known to be the most accurate one for the solution of differential
equations.

3.3

Geometry of the Three Phase Transformer's Core
A core type transformer consists of three cores, each carrying a set of phase

windings, these cores are interco~ectedin a manner shown in Fig. 3.3. It is
observed that the center limb is shorter than the outer litnbs. Therefore under the

same magnetic state (i.e. the same flux density), the center limb exhibits less reluctance than the outer ones. This is implying that the steady-state peak value of the
three magnetizing currents will not be the same even if the supply is balanced
(which it usually is). Hence, the asymmetcy in the core geometry leads to asyrnme-

Thmephse transfomer
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try in the magnetizing currents. In fact, the peak valw of the center Limb's current

is smailer than those of the outer limbs. In this regard, there is a difference
between the three-phase and the bank of three single-phase transfomiers.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fig. 3.3: Geommry of the three-phase core type trunsformer

Before analyzing the magnetic circuit. the followings need to be considered.

[il

Each core by itself is a magnetic element and like any other
circuit element, it is characterized by a functionai relation
between its input and the output which is usuaily called the
characteristic m e . Any characteristic c w e is a physical
property of the element The characteristic curve for an iron

core can be assurned as the (k-f ) curve. (discussed in the
preceding chapter).

Three-pfu~setranefomer
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Like any other, a magnetic circuit consists of both active
and passive elements. The active elements are the net
applied mmfs. (this is the input.)

[iii]

While the characteristic c w e describes an individual elem e 4 the KVL and KCL describe the topology of the circuit.

[iv]

Once the characteristic, the circuit topology, and the input
(inputs) are given, the circuit c m be solved.

Fig. 3.4 demonstrates the similarities between a magnetic circuit element and its
elecûic counterpart. *-v" represents the voltage drop across the resisto,: while 'y"

represents the mmf drop across the iron core.

Thrssphase transfomer
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Characteristic
cuwe

R-f
(Conductance)

9ti
an iron core

(Permeance)

Fig. 3.4: Cornparison beîween u magtaeîic eiement (iron core) and an elecîric elemenr(resrSlor)

3.4

Magnetic Equivalent Circuit of the Three Phase Transformer
As one of the computational steps toward so1Wig the three-phase tram-

former. it is necessary to fuid the mugnetiringflza in each iimb for a given set of
mrnji. This has to be done by solving the magnetic circuit.

Thme-phase transfomer
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b

'Pa

b

'Pb

9,

Fi& 3-51.
Input and outpur of the n#agneîiccircuit

The rnagnetic equivaient circuit of a the-phase transformer is shown
below. It consists of three noniinear elements, one Iinear magnetic element. and
three mmfs. The linear element is the zero-sequence flux path in the air. This

mugnetic equivalent cimrit is the same for al1 possible winding comection
SChemes.
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Fi'. 3.6: the equivaIent mgnerr'ccitcuit of the three-phase core type transformer

Fa,Fb and Fc are the net or effective mrnf applied by each winding to the
corresponding core, and are given by Eqn. 3.9.

fa

.fb

and f, are the mmfdrop

across each limb is analogous to the voltage drop across the resistor. P a , Pb and
Pc are the penneunces of the corresponding cores.

Under balanced voltage conditions, the sum of the three magnetizing
fluxes (i.e. <p, , 9, and% ) is zero. However, under unbaianced operations, the
sum is no longer zero. The net sum will emerge out of the transformer and flow

into the many conthuously distrïbuted paths in the air between the upper and
lower part of the transformer. To sirnplie calculations, it is assurned that these

Thrasphase ?fansfomw
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paths are concentrated around the center Limb and its permeance is designated as

by Po .The zero-sequence permeance is constant since the permeability of the air
is constant.
Applying KCL to node "b" of the circuit in Fig. 3.6 the following is
O

btained:

)c,+kb+hc+ho = O
Applying KVL to the three loops abe - e'b'a'

.

be - e'b'

(3.13)

and cbe - r'b'c'

results in the following:

The mmf drop across the zero-sequence path is a linear function of the flux; therefore:

Combining the above with the two previous equations we get:

Thtee-phase transfomer
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h, are characteristics of the corresponding cores which are

generally expressed as (nonlinear) functions of the d d r o p s .

Putting Eqn. 3.16 and Eqn. 3.17 together we'll get:

This system of non-linear equation is in standard fonn for solving numerically for the three unknowns (fa,

fb

and fc). Back substituting of these mmf

drops into the Eqn. 3.1 7 yields the fluxes.

The Newton-Raphson method was employed to solve the above set of non-linear
equations.

Thme-phase transformer
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Determination of the P-Matrix
Recall that the currents are found by numerically integrating the Eqn. 3.12.

In order to do this, at each computational step the P-Ma&

should be evaluated

fitst. The P-Marra is defined by Eqn. 3.8. The diagonal elements ofthis matrix are

the incremental inductances of the primary windings (serfinductance)),whereas the

off diagonal elements represent the incremental mutuai induc~ances,between
windings. In order to evaluate this matrix, both sides of Eqn. 3.16 have to be dif-

ferentiated with regard to Fa,Fb and Fc .This would produce nine equations.
After significant algebraic manipulation, the nine unknowns (the Nne elements of

the P-matix) can be obtained. The detailed derivation of the P-Mat& can be found
in Appendir A. The result is as follows:

where pi is the permeance of the core i . ( i = a,b, c) and is defmed as:pi =
where it is found directly by differentiating the core charactenstics.

ilhi
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3.5.1

Bank of Tbree Single Phase Transformers
A bank of three single-phase transfomers is a special case of the

three-phase transformer. Since the magnetic circuits of the three phases are corn-

petely separated fiom one another, the P-Ma&

consists of only the diagonal ele-

ments. In other words. there is no mutuai inductances between the pnmary
windings. When solving a bank of three-single-phase transfomen, it is only
required to replace the permeance of each limb with that of each transformer core.

and to set the off-diagonal elements in the p-Mana dong with the zero-sequence
permeance to zero as shown below.

3.6

The Diagram of Solution Procedures
It is w f u l to review the whole procedure of solving the three-phase tram-

former in a block diagram. This is shown in block diagram in Fig. 3.7. Details of
the MatLab program are given in appendix E. in pacticular, the 4th and 5th order

Runge-Kutta integration routine with an adaptive tirne-step in the order of micro

second is used.

Thme-phase transfomnm
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Magnetic Circuir
Solver Routine

Tests on the

Transformer

-

-

-

-- -

-- -

Fig. 3.7: One computation srep towarrLF solving the three-phare tramformer
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Electric and Magnetic Parameters
Measurement

The transformer under test was a IO-WA, IZO V/600 V three-limb core
type which was provided by the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Manitoba. The measmement procedures covered both electricd and

magnetic parameters. Elechical parameters include the winding resistances and
leakage-inductances. Magnetic parameters are the ( h-f) c w e s for the three
limbs and the zero-sequence permeance.

4.1

Electrical Parameters of the Tbree Phase Transformer
The copper resistance was measured by applying a dc-voltage and record-

ing the current in each coil. Since the values agreed within tl %, they were averaged for the primary winding resistances and for the secondary winding

resistances. In measuring the leakage inductances the conventional short circuit

Mea8uremmb
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test was carrïed out by applying a 60-Hz low voltage to the hi&-voltage side of

the transformer. Also it was assumed that the per-unit ieakage inducrances of primas, and secondmy of each winding were the same. This is a valid assumption for
a well designed transformer [17l.
4.1.1 Source Impedance
it was assumed that the three-phase source was ideal, since the impedance

of the cables comecting the transformer to the source was found to be negligi-

ble.

Thecefore the only irnpedance that will appear between the ideal source and

the transformer will be the irnpedance of the rhyristor-connolled swirch. Fig. 4. L
shows the measured electrical parameters for this transformer.

f

prirnary
secondary
source

Resistance

Leaùage
inductance

(QI

H

0.1 1

3.5 x IO-'

2.73

8.74 x 10-3

o.1

O

Number
of turns

75

375

-

Fig. 4.1: Eiectricai parmerers ofrhe resred transformer
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Measurement of the Core Characteristic

The magnetic characteristic of each core is the hctional relation between
the&

and the mmf drop across it. In Chapter 2 it was concluded that when mod-

eling the transformer for simulating the inrush current it was adequate to represent
the core characteristics by the saturation curve. The procedure of obtaining the saturation curve consisted of exciting one of the coils which are wound around the
core by a slow-varying dccurrent, and then measuring the flux developed in that
core. The B u measwment can be done by integrating the induced voltage across
a coil (usually called the search coil) which is linked by the magnetic flux. then it

is multiplied by the tum ratio in order to get the linkage flux of the prirnary.
In the test. the secondary winding was chosen as the search coil. Also it
was found more reliable to integrate the induced voltage by software rather than

hardware. The hardware integration incorporates operational amplifiers which are
normally associated with the drift problem.

4.3

Core Characteristics of a Three Phase Transformer

Referring to Fig. 3.3, the core of a three-phase transformer consists of three
branches. The outer lirnbs are identical but the center limb is shorter. It is assurned
that these three cores are made of the same magnetic material and have the same
unifonn cross-sections. In other words, the per-unit characteristic is the same br

MeasureineW
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al1 three branches. Suppose that this per-unit characteristic is given as:

Then the characteristics oFeach core is found by multiplying this per-unit
mmf drop by the length of that core in the above equation.

Where I a . lb and 1, are the length of the three cores (mean path values.) Eqn. 4.1
irnplies that the core characteristic measurement has to be done for only one of the
branches. but in doing this two problems emerge:

I

*.

LI

None of these branches is detachable
Even if they were detachable they would not be suitable for

the test since the flux path would not be lirnited to the iron
core. Fig. 4.2 illustrates this point.

Measu-
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flux in the* - 1
iron

flux in the
air path

Lu

Fig. 4.2: f l . p a t hfor

an excited iron segment

This figure clearly shows that in order to obtain the magnetic characteristic
of an iron, the iron must constitute a closed path, othetwise the magnetic characteristic of the air will dominate. Now. let's consider the three-phase transformer
shown in Fig. 3.1. Suppose that limb "a" is excited by applying current to its pri-

mary winding. The flux in this l h b will not follow a single closed path, rather it
branches out between the other two limbs. In order to establish a single closed path
either the center limb or the right most limb should be eliminated. Since it is
impossible to do ihis physically, one has to force the flux in one of these two limbs
to zero. As s h o w in Fig. 4.3 applying two equal and opposite mmf S to the outer

iimbs will force the flux in the center limb equal zero.

Chapter 4
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Fig. 4.3: Efiminuting the e@ct of center limb
In practice the two outer h n b s might not be perfectly identicai. and hence
the flux in the center Iimb might be slightly larger than zero. In this case the primary of the center limb can be shoa circuited. Since the winding resistance is very

srnail. the inductive component of the induced current will doqinrk znd establishes a flux in the center Iimb that a~~

equols and opposite to the original

non-zero one. The following figure illustrates this point.
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(a) Impact of outer limbs on the center limb

Fig. 4.4: Anaiysb of
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(b) Phasor diagrams

the induced curreîtt in the center iihb when ït h short circuited

In part (a) of Fig. 4.4 the lefi circuit is an equivalent circuit of the outer
limbs and the right one is the center Limb when its primary is short circuited-When
the outer lirnbs are not perfectly identical then the net flux driven in the center limb
( q, ) would

be slightly larger than zero. It is hoped that by shorting the primary

terminals of the center limb. an opposïng flux would be developed in the center
limb which would counterbalance the non-zero flux. As s h o w in the phasor diagram this is true only if the winding resistance of the center limb is zero. The

induced current has two components, one is the resistive current and the other the
inductive component. If saturation is not encountered (in the center limb) then due
to having relatively large inductance, the inductive component of the induced current will dorninate and this will estabüsh a counter flux which almost cancels out
the original non-zero flux in the center limb. If saturation is encountered then the

Measummnts
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inductive component of the current no ionger domhates and the developed flux
cannot completely oppose the non-zero one.

Once the combined magnetic characteristic is found for the outer limbs.
the characteristic for any of the three Limbs can be found by using Eqn. 4.2.

4.4

Measuremeat Procedures
Experimental setup used for measuring the core characteristics of the

three-phase transformer is in Fig. 4.4 the primary windings of phase "a " and phase
*-cg'were comected in series so that their correspondhg flux in the outer limbs aid

and in the center limb cancel each other. A variable dc voltage source used to drive

current into the primaries in series. The secondaries of the outer limbs were also

c o ~ e c t e din series to serve as a search coil. A two-channel digital data acquisition
equiprnent was used to digitize and store the voltage and current data in a file.

Later on using software the data of the sampled voltage was appropciately scaled
and integrated in order to yield the flux. Since the tirne interval between two subse-

quent sarnples was very small, the trapezoidal d e was used for integration. A
sampling resistor of value of 1Q was used to sample the current. This current was
multiplied by the number of primary tums to get the mmf drop. By varying the dc
source the current was increased fiom zero to +30 amperes and then decreased
back to zero.

I.fanadfar
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1

1

data acquisition

Digital
data acqiiisit ion

Fig. 4.5:

Experime~
fai se!up/or obfainhg !he c o n charucferii:ticsof the fhree-phase
tramformer

Fig. 4.6 shows the plot ofthe actual sampled current and induced voltage

versus tirne for the above setup.
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Fi'. 4.6: Sampled current and searck coi1 voltagefor setup in Fig. 4.5
As mentioned earlier, flux measurement was done by numerically integrat-

ing the induced voltage across the secondary windings. This flux (in tenns of the
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primary linkage flux) is plotted in Fig. 4.7 And W l y this flux is plotted as

-0.1 I
O

O -2

0 -4
0 -6
rime (sec.)

0 -8

L

1

Fig. 4.7: Flux nncmurementfor setup i~ Fig. 4.5

function of the applied mmf in Fig. 4.8.

-0.1

-500

O
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I
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Fig. 4' 8: Flux-rnmf plot for each outer &bs in Fig. 4.5 setup
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This is half of the dc-hysteresis bop for outer Iimbs. Due to symmetry the
other haif can be easily foundjust by changing the sign o f both flux and rnmf drop.

This plot reveals that the residual flux is 9,

4.5

= 0.25
- = 3-33x IO-3 Weber.
75

60-Hz. AC Hysteresis Loop
Using the same setup as illustrated in Fig. 4.5 and applying the windingk

rared ac voltage, measurement for the steady-state hysteresis loop was canied out.

The loop c m give some idea about the size of core losses due to hysteresis and
eddy currents. Fig. 4.9 shows the steady-state hysteresis loop for limb "a".
hysteresis loop for limb 'a'

1

1

Current (Ampere)

Fig. 4.9:

60-Hemsteady-statehysteresb loopfor outer Iimbs

The area of the loop accounts for the core loss per cycle. This area was
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in oiher worcîs the total power
cycle

loss in this core was about 60 Watts. Since the voltage of each phase is 120 Ci this
much power accounts for an equivalent current of I/2 A. This current is Less than 5
percent ofthe steady-state magnetizing current and less than 0.5 percent of the fun
peak of the magnetization innish current, therefore it is a reasonable approxima-

tion to ignore the core losses and represent the core characteristic by only the saturation curve. For modem power transforrners, as it was discussed in chapter 2. this
approximation is definitely valid since the area of the Ioop is almost zero.

4.6

Curve Fitting
Fig. 4.8 depicts the core characteristic experimentally obtained for limbs
and g-c.'. This curve is almost a single-valued one. An eight-piece curve was

experimentally fitted to this magnetic data in order to serve as the expression for
the magnetic characteristic. For the center limb the sanie equation was used the

only difference king that the mntf dmp was rnultiplied by the ratio of center lirnb
Iength to outer limb Iength. The following expression shows the equation for the

fitted curve for the outer limbs.
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Saturation Curve for limb 'a'

-0.6
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Fig. 4.10: plot offlited cwve supérimpsed on the plot of aciual magnetic datafor

limb "a"

Fig. 4-10 shows the plot of both the actuai data and the plot of the fitted

curve superimposed over each other. The agreement between them is good.
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Zem-Sequence Permeance Measrremert

Under steady-state operation, the surn of magnetizing fluxes in the three
limbs is zero. However in the transient-state, this surn is no longer zero. This
non-zero flw which emerges out and flows into the air surroundhg the transformer is usually cdled the zero-sequencej7ux. Although the zero-sequence path
is continuously distributed between the upper and lower parts of the transformer, it
is assumed that this flux is concentrated around the single path between the upper
P

and lower nodes (b, b ). This assurnption will greatly simpliQ the magnetic circuit
and decreases the nurnber of related equations. It might introduce a slight discrep-

ancy between the computed value and the measured value of currents. Since the
pemeability of air is constant, the zero-sequenceflia is a linear function of the

4.7.1

Experimental Setup

In order to create the zero-sequence flux, the primary windings of the three
limbs are c o ~ e c t e din senes in a manner that the three applied d

s were of the

same polarity and magnitude as shown in Fig. 4.11. This wodd force the magne-

tizing flux in the three limbs to have the sarne direction. At the center node these
fluxes add up. emerging out of the transformer and flowing into the surrounding
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air. The secondary winding of the center limb was chosen to serve as a search coil.

The current in the primary circuit was slowly increased form zero to almost 30
Arnperes. then decreased back to zero.

Dij$tai
data acquisition
Channel 2

DigitaI
daru acqzïisition

I
Fig. 4.11: Sempfur ddermini~~g
the zero-sequence permea~ee

The time-varying flux in the center limb develops a voltage across its secondary winding. This voltage and the primary current was digitally recorded.

Chapter 4
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These data are plotted in Fig. 4.12.

run r ( s e c a n d )

(a) Applied mmf to the setup in Fig- 4- 1 I

LFanadfar
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According to Fig. 4.12 theflux in the center limb is very similar to the
applied mm$ This implies that the derived flux and the applied mmfare propor-

tionai to each other. In other words the center limb and consequently the other
limbs operate in the linear region of their characteristics. This is true since the
maximum developed flux in the center Limb @art(c))is less than 0.09 webe~turm

This corresponds to the region of linear operations in the saniration cuve (see Fig.
4.8 or Fig. 4.10. The following plot venfies this point.

Flux in Vie center h b (Weber-turns)

Fig. 4.13:

Plot of applied mmf vs the center lirab's/lur

The plot is almost identical to a straight line with the following expression:
F = 28000 hb

(4.3)
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Computation Part

Using the measured linkage flux (kb) and the applied mmf (F ) in the
setup of Fig. 4.1 1, it is possible to determine the zero-sequence permeance as it

follows. The magnetic circuit of the three-phase transformer is redrawn in Fig.
4.14 for convenience. Since the three applied mmfs are identical in magnitude and

direction, they behave as a single mmfwhich drives the flux in the air.

air

air

e'

4-14: Mugneîic circuit of the coregpe three-pllase tra~~sfiormer
Refemng to Fig-4.14 and conside~gthe fact that the three extemally

applied d

s are equal, it is concluded that the three mmfdrops must be equal.

Chapter 4
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Writing KVL for loop be - e'b' and KCL for node b yîelds:

Since the characteristic of the air is linear:

Combining Eqn. 4.4 and Eqn. 4.5:

The mmf drop across the center limb (f6)
is much smaller than the applied mmf
( F). Therefore Eqn. 4.6 can be written as:

F has already been found as a linear function of h6,(see Eqn. 4.3) and so the

above equation can be re-written as:

Al1 of the three limbs operating in the linear region are made of the sarne material

and cary the sarne mmf. Therefore, it is concluded that the flux in each limb must
be inversely proportionai to the length of each limb, so:

Measu-
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But 2 (the ratio of mean path values) was measured as 0.35
1,

This means that:

A= = k, = 0.35 - )ib
Substituting this equation back into Eqn. 4.8 results in:

The same result was obtained when the Eqn. 4.6 and the non-linear equation fa@,)

-fb( hb) = O were nurnerically solved.

Cornparison
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Chapter 5

Cornparison of the Actuuf
and
Computed Inrush Currents
The only way to judge the validity of a model is to compare the experimenr d resulrs and the predicred outcornes of the model under the given conditions. In

this chapter the actual imsh current and the computed ones will be compared k r
different connection schemes and Initial conditions. The initial condition for each
case of compa.rison consists of the nvitch-in angle of the supply voltage and the
remanenrflux in each limb of the transformer. In Chapter 1 it was mentioned that a

three-phase thyristor switch was constructed to control the switch-in angle on the
voltage cycle. This switch energizes the transformer consistently at the instant of
positive-going and zero-crossing of phase "a". Fig. 5.1 shows the voltage of phase
*'a0'as well as the voltage applied to transformer at the instant of which the switch

is turned on.

Cornparison
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The Utstmt ofnulchifig on the voltage cycle

The initial flux for each limb and case was established as listed:
(iii)

A variable three-phase supply was comected to the trans-

former and set to the rated voltage.

(iv)

The transformer limbs were dernagnetized by gradually
reducing the voltage down to zero.

Cornparison
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Primaries of the outer limbs were comected in series with
regard to appropriate polarity nich that when comected to a

dc-source, the resulting fluxes were added up in the center
limb. The dc-current was raised to 30 Amperes. As a result
the center limb was magnetically saturated.

Computations showed that the first peak of innish current for the transformer under test can reach as high as 500 Amperes. Three 600 amperes ( m s ) CTs
where chosen for m e a s h g the inrush currents. Direct measurements revealed

that the CTs are not completely faithful to the current waveforrns simply because

they are ac-coupling devices. In other words they can't detect the decaying
dc-component of the inrush current. It is for this reason that the idea of using CT's
was almost disregarded. Three resistors with the value of 1R were comected in

senes with the primary windings to serve as current samplers. Smdler values

could not be used because of excessive noise at Iow currents- The side effect of
using the resistors was that they reduce the peak of inrush current down to almost

25 percent of its actual value. In the following, the plot of actual currents and that

of the computed currents for different windings comection schemes is depicted. In
the following plots al1 the currents actually start from zero.

Compari80n
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4-Wire StarIstar (Without Secondaries Loading.)

3-phase

Thyristor
switch

1

current
\ I " samplers

I

Fig. 5.2:

Scrupfor sampling the inrush eunenafor the case of Cwire star/star

Supply voltages:

Initial Conditions:
( W b - turns)

( W b - turns)

( W b - turns)
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0.1
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(a) Actual inrush currents

-1 00
-0 .O 2

I

O

0.02

I

O .O4

0 -06

Tim e (second)

(b) Computed inrush currents

Fig. 5.3:

ComparrSon of the acîuai and computed inrush currentsfur Cwire sturhfar

NOTE: Al1 currents artif~ciallyshifted.
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CWire StarlClosed Delta (Without Secondaries Loading.)

Fig. 5.4:

Setupfor sampling the inrush currentsfor the c e of Cwin star/closed delta

Supply Voltages:

V, = 1 2 0 4 % sin
Initial Conditions:

0, = O

ha, = 0.2

(Wb- turns)

= -0.4

(Wb- turns)

h,, = 0.2

(Wb- turns)

)ibo

Cornparison
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Comparhon of acîual und computed inrush currenisfor Cwire star/c/osed delta

NOTE: Al1 currents artificially shified.
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StadStar (Without Secondaries Loading.)

Fig. 5.6:

Seiupfor sampling the inrush curren&for the case of stac/star

Supply Voltages:

Va = 1 2 0 - & - s i n ( 2 a - 6 0 - t + 0 , )

Vb = 120-

8sin

V, = 1 2 0 - & -sin
Initial Conditions:
( W b - turns)

(W6 - turns)

(Wb- turns)

1

t

-0 .O 2

O

0.02

0.04
0.06
Time (second)

0.08

0.1

0.08

O. 1

(a) Actual inrush currents

1

-1 00
-0 .O 2

J

t

O

0.02

0 .O4
0.06
Time (second)

(b) Computed i n m h currents

Fig. 5.7:

Comprison of octuai and computed inrush cuwentfor star/star

NOTE: Al1 currents artificially shifted.
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StadClosed-Delta (Witbout Secondaries Loading.)

3-p hase

Thyristor
switch

fip
Current samplea

Fig. 5.8:

Setupfor sanpling the inrush currennfor the case of star/cIosed delta

Supply Voltages:

Initial Conditions:

8, = O

A, = 0.2
hbO= O

A,, = -0.2

( W b turns)

( ~ - turns)
6
( W b - turns)

Cornparison
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0.04
0.06
Time (second)

0.00

0.1

0.08

0 -1

(a) Actuai inrush currents
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Fig. 5.9:

(b) Comvuted inrush currents
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- --
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-

Coqadson of actual and comqmted inrush currenîsfor sfar/c/osed detta

NOTE: Al1 currents artificially shifted.
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4-Wire StadStar (Steady-State, Without Secondaries Loading.)

This case compares the actud magneliling current and the computed one for the
steady osfate operation of the transformer.

3-phase

Thyristor
switch

t

5.10: Setupfor sampfing the rnagneîüing eurrentsfor the case of Cwire starhtar

Supply Voltages:

V , = 120- f i - sin

Cornpariaon
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-0 .O 5
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0.05

O

Time (second)

(a) Actual magnetizing currents

1

-20

J

,

0.04

0.06

O .O8

0.1

0.1 2

Time (second)

(b) Computed magnetizing currents

Fig. 5. 11: Coinpcriso~of a c t d and computed magneiiu'ng currentsfor Gwire star/star

NOTE: Ail currents artificiaily shified.
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Chapter 6

Summary & Conclusions
A detailed mathematical model for computing the magnetizing inrush cur-

rent for a three-phase core type transfomer has been developed. The model takes

the nonlinearity and the saturation aspect of the core characteristic into account. It
can be applied to any single-phase or three-phase core type power transformer.

Provided that the core characteristics of each limb in terms of the saturation cuve
and the zero-sequence penneance of the transformer, and the electrical parameten

are accurately determined. This mode1 is satisfactorily capable of predicting the
innish curent for cases of 4-wire staddelta and staddelta with floating nul1 phase

connection schemes for a IO-KVA commercial transformer. The model also considee the initiai conditions which would be the initial phase on the voltage cycle
and the remanent flux in each limb. The basic idea of how to analyze a single
phase transformer was discussed in Chapter 1. The idea was based on dividing the

task into the electric equivalent and the magnetic circuit. A complete solution to a

Summary & Conclurions
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single-phase uansforxner was presented at the end.

6.1

Summary
The following lia summarizes the work presented through the course of

this project:

(i)

A detailed treatment of the single-phase transformer includ-

ing analysis of the magnetic and electric equivalent circuits.
as well as discussion on the different aspects of core charac-

teristics and core modeling.

(ii)

A thorough discussion of the ttuee-phase core type trans-

former with the staridelta phase connections. The discussion
included analysis of magnetic circuit. The relatively complicated magnetic circuit was broken down into three non-linear circuit elements. This approach lead the way to relate

the derivatives of flux vectors to those of current vectors.

The complete solution for the three-phase transformer was
presented at the end of chapter 3.

(iii)

A method to detennine the permeance of the

Summary & Conclusions
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zero-sequence path was discussed in detail.

(iv)

Various tests on the I O-KVA core type three-phase transformer were carried out in order to determine:
The core characteristics for each of the three lirnbs.
The zero-sequence path permeance.

Recording the inrush currents for various phase connection schemes and initial remanent flux in order to be
compared with the computed ones.

(v)

Design and construction of a three-phase thyristor switch
capable of consistently energizing the three-phase transformer at the instant of zero-crossing and positive-going.

(vi)

implementation of the transformer mode1 by developing a
cornputer program written in MatLab Language in terms of
M-files and computing the inrush currents for different situations.

Summary & Conclusions
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Conclusions

The cornparison between the actual irinish currents and computed currents
show that:

-

(a) There is a good agreement between the actuai currents and the

computed ones in case of a 4-wire staddelta configuration.

(b) - There is a reasooable agreement between the actual currents
and the computed ones in case of the staddelta configuration.
(c) - The resemblance between the actuai and computed current

wave forms in the steady-state operations is good but not identical. The peak value of the computed currents is however a bit
smaller ihan that of the actual currents. The discrepancy is due
to the total core losses (including the eddy current and hysteresis) which was completely ignored in the model.
(d) - For the higher values of currents the agreement between the

actual cunents and the computed currents is not expected to be

as good as at lower current levels. This is because not enough
magnetizing current was used (30 Amperes) when obtaining

the saturation curve. The peak of inrush is much higher than 30
Amperes. The saturation curve was only obtained b r maxi-

Summary & Conclusions
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m m magnemg current of 30 Arnperes. The saturation curve
was extrapolated beyond this value. It is a known fact that in a

deep saturation a small deviation in the dope results in a large
deviation in the current.
(e) - The assumption of the zero-sequence path concentrated around

the center lirnb is an approximation, so it is not completely
accurate. A part of the accuracy was comprornised to simplify
and reduce the number of equations involved in the magnetic

circuit-

(0 - Duect measurement and computation of i m h current
revealed that the switching angle on the voltage cycle has a
larger effect on the magnitude of the inrush current than the

remanent flux,

Given the saturation curve, the electrical parameters of the transformer it is
possible to solve the problern of irinish current for a three-phase transformer. It is
critical to determine the saturation curve in the region of deep saturation as accurate as possible.
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Determination of P-Mutrix

Ln chapter 3 it was discussed that by taking derivative of both sides of Eqn.
3.16 the elements of P - m a h can be evaluated for convenience this equation is

reproduced here.

1

F, = f, + - - (ha+ 7Cb + h,)
Po
Taking derivative of both sides three times with respect to Fa, Fb and F, produces nine equations as follows.
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Using chain rule.

where m,n =a,6.c
and considering the following identities:

and

and also
then Eqn. A.2 is rearranged as:

where m =a, b. c

Appendix: A

ûetefminationof P-Matriw

This again cm be simplified as following.
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Appendix: A

Deteminationof P-Matrix

These three sets of equations c m be written in ma& form.

I.Fanadfar

Appendix: A

Determinationof P - M m

So lving for partial derivative vectors:

1-Farzadfar

Appendix: A

Determination of P-Matrix

i

Foctunately al1 these sets of ma&

I.Farzadfar

pal

equations have the same inverse matrix. Let's

donate the coefficient matrix as K,then the above can be re-written as:
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ûetsrmination of P-Matrix
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The inverse of this rnatrix is found as follows,

Where

(4 is the determinant and Cij are the cofactors of the matrix K. These

cofactors are found as:

The determinant of this matrix is equal to:

T

Based on Eqn. A. 10, the (Cu) is equal to:

Daennination of P-Mriaix
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Therefore the inverse of K is the following:

And finally back substitution of Eqn. A.12 into Eqn. A.7 yields the elements of
P-rnatrk
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(A. 13)

The three vectors on the lefi-hand side are the three column of the P-matrix Le-

ûeterrnination of P-Matrix
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-(P. - P C )
(pn+ ~b

+ pC + P O )

1-Farzadfar

(A. 14)

Where pi is the pemeance of limb Y " ( i = a, 6,C ) and p, is that of
zero-sequence path. The diagonal elements of the P-matrir indicate the self-indzicrances of primaries (incrementai) while the off-diagonal elements represent the
miitircii-indilcfances(incremental) between those wïndings. It would not be sur-

prising if we see a pattern in the matrix. In fact the only element which introduces
asymmetry is the center limb. If the pemeance of the three limbs were equal, the
P-matrk would have been completely symmetrical (like the case of bank of three

transfonners.)

i
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S t a r m t a Electric Equivalent Circuit

-

Fig. B. 1: Elecfric equivafentcircuit of s!ar/deIm connec~ion

r,,

5,r3

,,

= line + source resistance

L L2,L3 = line + source inductance

Starfdelta equhralent circuit
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ru,rb9rc = primaries winding cesistance

La,Lb, Lc

=

=

rd

L,

=

primaries leakage resistance

secondaries winding resistance

secondaries leakage inductance

Applying the KVL to the primary and secondary circuit yields three differential equations:

O

di,
dA, Ab A'.
= ( r d + r J + r d ) - i . l + ( L J + L d + L J ) - z+ n - -d t + n - -di + n - -dt

Applying KCL to primaries:

Combining eqn. 8.2 and eqn. B. 1 results in the following.

The above equations can be writen in matnx notation.

Star/&lts equivalmt circuit
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where:

In chapter 3 it was discussed that the vector d A

au

= (z

expressed in terms of P-marrir and the applied mmfi.

In this case the applied mmfs are expressed in ternis ofcurrents as follows.

Substuting for i, f o m eqn. 8.2:

This c m be writen in matrix form as:

Stsr/&îta squivaht circuit

Appendix: 6

In matrix notation:

Combining eqn. B.3, eqn B.5 and eqn. B.6 will yield the following.

This can be rearranged as:
;
di
il =

@+c-P-M)-'-(v-R-~)

This equation is in standard form for numerical întegration.

l.Fansûfar
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Delta/iDelta Etectric Equivalent Circuit

The following deltddelta connected transformer can be easily converted to
an equivdent Star/Delta connected one by using the conventionai transfom. Fig.
C.2 shows the transformer circuit after the transformation.

Fig. C.I DeItaLüeIta connected transformer
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Once the equivalent StarIDelta transformer is found, it c m be solved by the

routine which has already been developed for this configuration. The C matrix for

this case is found as:
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Schematic diagmm

Schematic Diagram of the
3-Phase Thyristor Switch
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Seîlematic diagram
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Fig. D. I: Schemrrric diagram of the three-phase thyristor-controIfed switch

D.1

List of components:
LF35 1 = BIFET OPERATIONAL AMPLLFIER

MOC3011= O R O COWLER AND TRiAC DRNER

74HC74 = POSITIVE-EDGE TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOP
WTH PRESET AND CLEAR
LM7802 = POSITIVE VOLTAGE REGüLATOR
LM7902 = NEGATlVE VOLTAGE REGULATOR
ZN2222 = NPN TRANSISTOR

SCR = SKK
D 1 = 1N9OO
D2 = 1N4002
Cl = 100 nF
C2 = 1000 pF116V

C3 = 10 yF116V
CS= 10 nF

R=lOKR

R1 =27O Cl
R2=56 i2
R3 = 1.2 Ki2
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MatLab fiIes

In this section the program codes which are written in MatLab will be presented. The whole program is broken into smailer sections and each section utilizes both the built-in and the developed functions in tems of MatLab M-files. The
routine which integrates the system of differential equations constitutes the body

of the program. This system of equation describes the electrical equivalent circuit

of the transformer. Within this main program the necessary functions are called.
These functions include both the magnetic circuit solver routine and functions

which contain the input electrical and magnetic parameters.

1.Fanadfar

Matlab Files

Appendix: E

E.1

E.l.1

Null Grounded StadDelta Comection Functions
Main Routine
fûnction [tout,Iout,xout]=so~veYND(yp,tratio)

----

%This fiuiction Solves the dinerential equations for 4-e
%-/delta

three-phase transformer. This fmction is the modified

%version of the built in fiinction "diff45"in matiab M-files.
%diff integrates a system of ordinaty differential equations using

%th and 5th order Runge-Kutta formulas.
YdNPUE
%yp

- the ma&

of the system of dioerential equations

% which describes the electncai circuit of the 4wire

% staddelta transformer.

Y0
%fratio- this is the transformer secondary to prirnary "tun ratio"
% when the secondary is closed tratio=5.
% when the secondary is open tratio=O.

Y0
%OUTPUE
%tout

- Retumed integration time points (column-vector).

W o u t - Retu~nedsolution for currents, one solution
%column-vector per tout-value.

%The resuit can be displayed by: snapshot(tout, Iout).
%out

- Retumed sotution for fluxes, one solution

m L a b File8
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%colum-vector per tout-value.

%The result is displayed by: snapshot(tout, xout).
The FeMborg coeflcients:

%
c lc

alpha= [1/4 318 12/13 1 1/21';

Ma=[[

1

[ 3

O

O

9

O

O
O

[ 1932 -7200 7296

O 0]/4

O 01/32
O

O

[ 8341 -32832 29440 -845

0]/2197

O 0]/4104

[O6080 4 1040 -28352 9295 -5643

0]/20520 1';

gamma = [ [902880 O 3953664 3855735 -1371249 2770201176 18050
[ -2090 O

22528 2 1970

- 15048 -27360]/752400 1';

pow = 115;
%

inifiaiîzation

-

cycle= 1MO;
67nakO.093;
h = cycle/1000: % tirne step=(1/500)thO f a 60-hertz cycle.
t =O;

F[.C] =matrixY4(tratio);

Cphase.xO]=initial;
x = xO(:)

FaO=feval('fa 1,xO( 1));
fbO=fevai('fb 1txO(2));
fcO=kvaI('fc 1 ',x0(3));

F=[faO fb0 fcO];
IO=[faO fbO fcO 01/75;

% Imports the Initiai values.
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O
&
-/-

f = zeros(length(I),6);

k = 1:
tout(k) = t;
xout(k:) = xo;

Iout(k,:) =[O;
jam(k)=sum(xO);

The m i n Iwp

%

tol = 1e-8;% tol

- The desired accuraçy.

while (t < tfuial) & (t + h > t)

if t + h > tfinal, h = tfinal - t; end

Compute tire dopes.

%

temp==val(yp,t,I,P,tratio);

f(:. 1) = temp(:);
for j = 1 5
temp = Rval(yp, t+h*alpha(i), I+h*fcbeta(:j),P,ûatio);

Matlab F i b
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f(:J+i) = temp(:);

end
Estimate the ewor and the acceptable err0.r.

%

delta = norm(h*f*gamrna(:J);~);
tau = tol*max(nom(I,'inf), 1.O);

Update the solrilion oniy ifthe errer ir acceptable

%

if delta <= tau
t=t+h;

dI =h*f?garnma(:,l);
I =I +dI;

% new 1

Appendix: E
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Update the step sue.

%

if delta =0.0
h = min(5*h, 0.8 *h*(tau/delta)"pow);
end

end
if ( t < tfinal)
disp(Singu1arity likely.')
t

end
tout = tout( 1:k);
lout = Iout( 1:k.:);
xout = xout( 1:k,:);

snapshot(tout.Iout);

%(end of while)

1-Fanadfar
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Electric Circuit and Parameters

Function yp=IPYND(tJ,P,tratio)

-

%

-____W_-

%This function is a matrix which describes the electrical
%circuit of the Cwire staddelta three-phase ttansformer.

--

%
-

YrnPUE

Yi-Tune
Val-Current vector,
%P- p-matrix.
%ratio

- Secondary to primary tums ratio

% for closed delta set "tratio"to 5
% for open delta set "tratio"to zero.

L-Mutrix

%

11 =O;

Ie=O;

12=t 1; 13=11;

%source inductance.

%lineinductance for nui1 connection-

la= 1.295e-4;lb=la;Ic=la;

%prirnary leakage inductance.

lzQ=3.24e-3;IbHa2;lc2=la2; %secondaryleakage inductance.
Il 1 =Il +le+la; 112=le; 11 3=le; 114=O;
L2 1 =le; L22=12+1b+le; 123=le;

124=0;

13 1=le;

1324e;

133=13+lc+le; 134=0;

141=O;

142=0;

143=0;

144=la2+lb2+lc2;
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[Ill 112 113 1141
[121 122 123 1241
[131 132 133 1341
[141 142 143 1441

1;
R-Mai&

%

r 1=O.8 7+O. 1;rS=rl ; r 3 4 ; %source+ cable resistance
ra=0.106;rh;rc=ra;

%copper resistance of primaries.

raZ=2.73;rb2=ra2;rc24; %copperresistance of secondaries.
%resistanceof the nul1 connecter wire.

re=O;

rll=rl+re+ra;rl2=re; rl3=re; rl4=O;
r2 1 = re:

r22= r2+rb+re;r23= re; r24= 0;

r3 1 = re; r32= re; r33= r3+rc+re; r34= O;

r4 1= 0: r42= 0; r43=0; r44====+rb2+rc2;

R=[ [rll r12 t13 r14]
[rZl r22 r23 r24]
[r3 1 r32 r33 r34]

[r41 r42 r43 r44]
O
&
--/

[M,C]=matrixY4(tratio);

1;
-UYUIYUUIUU-~------

% coefficient matrices.

V=Vynd(t); % the vector of the three-phase voltages.
A=L+C*P*T;

B=V-R* 1;
yp=A\B;
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E.13 Supply Voltage Vkctor

function V=Vynd(t)

---

yo---

%This function is the source voltage vector for 4 - ~ i r e
narldelta configuration.

-

%---

O/ol2VPUE
%

-initial phase angle for phase "af'in degree,

%

t

-tirne in seconds.

%OUTPUE
%V

-voltage vector for YN/D configuration

[phase,xO]=initial;
to radian conversion.)

ph=phase*(pi/l80);%(degree

vm= 120*sqrt(2);%(maximumvoltage in VOLTS .)

%(angularspeed for 60 Hz. in RadJsec.)

w=2*pi*60;

va-m*sin((w*t)+ph)

vb-m*sin((w*t)+ph-2*pi/3)

;
;

vc=vm*sin((w *t )+ph-4*pi/3) ;

V=[

[ va ]

1
[ vc 1
[ o*t 1 1;
[ vb

end

U

E. 1.4 Coefficient Matrices
functioon fM,C/=n~1friuY4@)
%

%This bction is just the matrix of coefficients used in

%theelectrical circuit description (in chapter 3) for the
%nul1grounded staddelta transformer.
% iNPUT:
%n

-tunis ratio

%

for open delta set n to O

%

for closed delta set n to 5
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Magnetic Circuit Solver Routine
h c tion ~,n]=nonl2(F,u,p2)
---O
&
-

U
I
I
I
Y
U
I

%This function solves a nonlinear system of equations which
%describesthe magnetic circuits of the 3-phase transformer.
%the Newton-Raphson method is employed-

---------

%-

YiNPUE

%F-Applied d

s vector to the three limbs of the

% transformer.
%u- Initial guess for flux linkages.

Yq2- Permeance of the zero-sequence path.

Y0
%OUTPUï?
%X-the linkage flux vector.
%M-

Number of iterations needed to converge to the solution

%

usehl for checking the stability of the calculations.

x= 1*u; % Initial guess for flux linkage.

Dx=[l 7 31;
hO=[O O O];

n=O ;
k=l.Oe-8;%the desired tolerance.
while norm(Dx)>=k

-

-
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ya=der('fal ' ~ ( 1 ) ) ;% derivatives of the saturation curves.
y b=der('fb 1'~(2));

yc=der('fc 1'.x(3));

11~2

1

l/p2 ]
( l/p2)+yc ] 1; % the Iakobian

s=( l /pz)* ( x( 1) +x(2) +x(3));
h l = fa l (x( l ))+s -F( 1);

% the system of three equations

h2= fbl (x(î))+s -F(2);

% which describe the magnetic circuit

h3= fc l (x(3))+s -F(3);

% of the three phase transformer.

h=[hl h2 h3];
&=ho- h;
Dh=(dh)';
dx=J\Dh;
D.~(dx)';
x=x+Dx;

n=n+ I ;
end

X-x:

E.3

StadDelta Connection Functions

E3.1 Main Routine

function [tout, ioutxout] = solveYD(yp,tratio)
%

----W
-

%This fùnction Solves the differentiai equatioos for
%star/delta three-phase transformer. This function is the modified
%version of the built in bction "diff45"in maLab M-files.
%"diff' integrates a system of ordinary Merentiai equations using
Y&th and 5th order Runge-Kutta fomiulas.
-

O/olNPCIT=

%yp - the matrix of the system of differential equatiow
% which describes the electrical circuit of the
% star/delta transformer.

Y0
%frafio - this is the transformer secondary to primary "tuni ratio"

% when the secondary is closed tratio=5.
% when the secondary is open tratio=O.

%

%OUTPUE

%tout

- Retumed integration t h e points (column-vector).

%Iout

- Retlvned solution for cturents, one solution

%column-vector per tout-value.
%The result can be displayed by: snapshot(tout, lout).

Yaout - Returned solution for fluxes, one solution

--
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%coiumn-vectorper tout-value.

%The result is displayed by: snapshot(tout, xout).
The Fehlberg coeflcients:

%

clc
alpha= [1/4 3/8 12/13 1 1/21';
ka=[[

1

[ 3

O

O

O

9

O O114

O

O

[ 1932 -7200 7296

O 01/32

O

O 01/2197

[ 8341 -32832 29440 -845

O

0]/4104

[-6080 41040 -28352 9295 -5643

OlR0520 1';

gamma = [ [902880 O 3953664 3855735 -1371249 277O2O]/76 18050
[ -2090 O

22528 2 1970 -1 5048 -27360]/752400 1';

pow = 115;
%

hitiaIization

cycle= 1/00:

tfinal=0.093;

h = cycle/500; % time step=(1/500)th O f a 60-hertz cycle.
t =O;

[MX] -7atrixY3 (tratio);
[phase,.uO]=initial;
x = xO(:)

faO=kvai('fa1 ',xO( 1));
tbO-fèval('fb 1 ',x0(2));
fcO=feval('fc1 ',x0(3));
F=[faO fbû fcO];
[+[fa0 fbO 01/75;

% Imports the Initial values.
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[=[O(:);

Il-O;

--

%-

f = zeros(length(I),6);

k = 1;
tout(k) = t;
xout(k.:) = xO;

lout(k,:)=IO;

jam(k)=sum(xO);
Ic(k,:)=-10ut(k,1 )-Iout(k.2);
The nioin loop

%

tol = 1 e-8:%

tol

- The desired accuracy.

p2=6e-5:

while (t < tfïnal) & (t + h > t)

if t + h > tfinal, h = tfinal - t; end

%

--Cornpute

the dopes.

temp=févai(yp,t,i,P,tratio);

f( :,1) = temp(:);

forj = 1 5
Il?
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-

temp = feval(yp. t+h*alpha(j), I+ htP beta(:.j), P,tratio);

f(:J+l ) = temp(:);

end
Estimate the etrut and the occepfable enoc

%

delta = nonn(h*f*gamma(:~),'Uif);

tau = tol*max(nom(I,'~),1.O);
Updute the solution on& ijthe error iî acceptabfe

%

if delta <= ta
t=t+h;

dI =h* Pgamma(:,1);
I=I +dI;

% newI

k = k+l:
tout(k) = t;

xout(k.:) = x:

F=M*I;
Iout(k,:) = (1.');
ic(k.:)=-Iout(k, 1)-Iout(k,Z);
end
O/

fluxes'iu.';
cwrents=I;

elapsed-tim-;
tirne-step-h;

----
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home, elapsed-the, tirne-step,cw~ents,fluxessi
%pause;

U m e the step ske.

%

if delta -= 0.0
h = min@*h. 0.8*h*(tau/delta)ww);

end

end %(end of while)
if (t < finai)
disp('Singu1arity likely.')
t

end

tout = tout(l :k);
Iout = Iout( 1 :k.:);
xout = xout( l :k,:);

iout( 1:k. 1 )+out( 1 :k, 1);
iout( 1: k.Z)=Iout( l :k,2);
iout( 1:k,j)=Ic(1:k,:);
iout( 1:k,4)=Iout(l :k,3);
snapshot(tout,iout);
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Electric Circuit and Parameters
function Ip=IPYD(t,I,P,tratio)
%

%This fiction is a Matrix which describes the electrical
%

circuit of the star/delta three- phase transformer.

-

- - - -& /O

%INPUT=

Yi-Time
W-C m n t vector.
%P-p-matrix.
O/dratio - Secondary to prirnary nims ratio
% for closed delta set "tratio"to 5
% for open delta set "tratio"to zero.

L-Mat&

%

ll=O:

l2=11;

I3=l t ;

la= 1,295e-4: lb=Ia; Ic=la;

%sourceinductance.
%primariesleakage inductances.

la2=3.24e-3;lb2=la2; lc2=la2;

%seconciriesleakage inductances.

1 I l =L Ma;

112=(12+lb); 113=O;

12 1=l3+lc;

122=l2+13+1b+lc; L33=0;

13 1 =O;

132=0:

133=(la2+lb2+lc2);
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R-Mdriu

%

FWO. 1;
r 1=rs; r k s ; r3-1.s; %source+ cable resistance

ra=0.106; rb--ra;

rc=ra

Yiopper cesistance of primaries.

ra2=2.73;rb2=2.73; rc2=2.73; %coppercesistance of secondaries.
r13=O;

r1 1 = r 1 +ra;

r 1Z= -(r2+rb);

r2 1 = r3+cc:

r22= r2+r3+rb+rc; r23=0;

r3 1=O;

r32=0;

r33=(ra2+rb2+rc2);

R=[ [rll r12 r13 ]

[r2l r22 r23 ]

[r31 r32 r33 ]

1;
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E2.3 Supply Voltage Vector

Function V=Vyd(t)

-

-

%Thisfunction is the source voltage vector for 4 - ~ i r estarfdelta
%contlguration.

-

O---

CC-CCII-C-

%INPUE
-initial phase angle for phase "a"in degree.

%

%

-the in seconds.

t

%OUTPUT=
-voltage vector for YN/D configuration.

%V

[pha~e,xO]~itiai;

ph=phase*(pi/ l80);%(degreeto radian conversion.)
vm= 120*sqrt(2);%(maximum voltage in VOLTS.)

w2*pi*6O;

%(anguiar speed for 60 H z in Rad-/sec.)

va=wn*sin((w*t)+ph)

;

vb==*sin((w*t)+ph-3*pi/3) ;

vc=vm*sin((w*t)+ph-4*pi/3) ;

V= [ [(va-v b)]
Wb-vc 11
[ O ] ] ;

end
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E.3.4 Coefficient Matrices

function F[.C]=matrixY3(n)
%

-

P

% This function is just the matrix of coeficients used in

% the electrical circuit description for the star/delta transformer.

---

%% [NPUT:
%n

-tum ratio

%

for open delta set n to O

%

For ciosed delta set n to 5
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function P=Pmatrix(x,pZ)

%this function calculates the p matrix.
Y0

----

%INPUT=
Yi-flux linkage vector.

%pz-permeanceof the zero-sequence permeance.

%OCrTPUï?
W - t h e p-matrix

I.Fanadfar
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PlotRoutine
function snapshot(t,y,kl ,k2)

%ThisFunction plots a snapsbot of the calcdated flux
%andcurrent vector versus tirne by specifying the beginning
% and endmg of the t h e interval.

YolNPUE
%t-Time
%y-the quantity to be plotted (i.e. flux or current vector.)
%kl-start of the t h e interval.

%k2-end of the time interval.

I=length(t);

if nargin<3 k 1=1 ;H=l;end
if k I <=l & k%=l
Y=y(k 1 :k2.:);

T=t(k 1 :U)-0.025;
plot(T, Y(:.1 )- 100,'rJ)

hold on
plot(T, Y(:.2)+ 1 00,'g-')

hold on
piot(T9Y(:,3)+3O0,'c-')
elseerror("'k"or "1" out of the computed range')

1,Farzadfar
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end
xlabeI('Time (second)')
ylabel ('Inrush currents (Ampere)')

I.Fanaâfar
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-

-
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Core Characteristics

E.6.1 Core Characteristics for Lim b "a"

function u=fal(x)

This function fits an 8-piece curve into the magnetic data

%

which was experimentally obtained for l h b *'a''

?40

Y0

U

------

k= 14;

y 1= Z*x;
y2= 5.2+(52*(x-O.l)).*(exp(l0.3*(~-.1)));

y3= 674.6266+(8.808Oe+OO3*(x-0.45)).*(exp(6.123

*(x--45)));

y4= 1.8246e+003+(2.1417e+û04*(x-0.53)).*(exp(k*(x-.53))):

y5= 52%;
y6= -5.2+(52*(x+0.1)).*(exp(- 1 0.3*(x+. 1 )));

y7= -674.6266+(8.808Oe+OO3*(x+0.45)).*(exp(-6.123*(x+.45)));

y8= - 1.8246e+003+(2.1417e+004*(~+0.53)).*(exp(-k*(x+.53))):
if

x>=O & x<+O. 1

Y71

elseif

x>=.l&x<0.45

-2

elseif

x>=.45&x<0053

Y73

elseif

x>=0.53

-4

elseif

x>=-O. 1 & x<O

Y75

elseif

x>=-0.45 & x<-O. 1

Y76

elseif

x>=-0.53 & x<-0.45

-7

elseif

x<-0.53

end

-8
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Core Characteristics for Limb "b*

function u=£b1(x)

------

---

C
C
-

%

This function fits an û-piece curve into the magnetic data

%

which was experimentaiiy obtained for limb " b

k= 14:
yl= 5 2 * ~ :

y2= 5.2+(52*(x-O. 1)).*(exp(10.3*(~-. 1)));
y3= 674.6266+(8.8080e+003*(x-0.45)).f(exp(6.123*(x--45)));
y4= 1.8246e+003+(2.14 17e+O04*(~-0.53)).*(exp(k*(x-.53)));
YS= 52*x;

y6= -5.2+(52*(~+0.1)).*(exp(-10.3

*(x+. 1)));

y7= -674.6266+(8.8O8Oe+OO3 *(x+O.45)).*(exp(- 123*(x+.45)));

y8= - 1.8246e+003+(2.14 17e+004*(x+0.53)). *(exp(-k*(x+.53)));
x>=O & x<+O. 1

Y'Y~

elseif

x>=. 1 & ~ 0 . 4 5

y'y2

elseif

~ 5 4 &5x<0.53

-3

elseif

'c>=0.53

Y'Y~

elseif

x>=-0-1 & x<O

-5

elseif

x>=-0.45 & x<-0.1

-6

elseif

x>=-0.53 & x<-0-45

-7

elseif

x<-0.53

if

end

-8
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Core Characteristics for Limb "cm
h c t i o n u=fc l (x)
%--

Y
I

%

This function fits an 8-piece curve into the magnetic data

%

which was experimentally obtained for limb V'
L
I
_
-

k= 14;
y 1= P x ;

yZ= 5.2+(52*(~-O.1)).*(exp(lO.3 *(x-. 1)));
y3= 674.6266+(8.808OeH)03*(x-0.45)).*(exp(6.123

*(x--45)));

y4= 1.8246e+003+(2.14 17e+O04*(~-0.53)).*(exp(k*(x-.S3)));
y5= 52*x;
y6= -%2+(52*(~+0.1)).*(exp(-l0.3*(x+.

1)));

y7= -674.6266+(8.8O8Oe+OO3 *(x+0.45)).*(exp(-6.123

*(x+.45)));

y8= - 1.8246e+003+(2.1417e+004*(x+0.53)).*(exp(-k*(x+.53)));

x>=O & x<+O. l

Y71

elseif

x>=. 1 & x<0-45

elseif

.u>=.45 & x<0.53

-2
y73

elseif

x>=0.53

Y'Y~

elseif

x>=-O. 1 & x<O

-5

elseif

x>=-0.45 & x<-O. 1

-6

elseif

x>=-0.53 & x<-0.45

-7

elseif

x<-0.53

if

end

-8

- - -

-

-
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Integrator
function [tout,flux]=Uiteg(V)
%
-

%This function was used to detemine the flux by
% i n t e p h g the voltage across the search coil.
%since the time interval between voltage samples

%very mal1 the Trapezoidal nile was used.

%INPUT:
%V

- The developed voltage across the search coil.

%OUTPUT: flux.
name=[yp '.txt'];
eval(['load ' name] );
a=eval([ypl);
tO=a( 1.1 );

Fa(:. 1)-tO;

volt=( 1/5)*a(:.2);

-0;
for k= 1 :length(t)-1;
u=(volt(k)+volt(k+1))/2;
dt=t(k+ I )-t(k);
fk=fk+u*dt;

flw<(k)*;
tout(k)=t(k);

Ifarzadfar
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end
plot(tout,flux.'w')

